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Throughout 2021, Powell River & District United Way
continued to work with community partners and other
stakeholders to address needs in our community-from
housing, to providing immediate crisis funding, to the
evolution of the ORCA bus program. This past year
once again highlighted the need for continued
collaboration and resiliency within the community.
As was the case in 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic
continued to challenge our community, especially for
those who were already struggling. For our vulnerable
community members, this became apparent in areas
such as food security, the provision of basic
necessities, urgent needs such as dental care and the
ability to respond to unexpected crisis.
Through government partnerships, local
collaborations, and your generous gifts, we were able
to respond these significant needs in our community,
working also with local partners to deliver assistance
in critical areas. This included coordination of internal
programs, such as the operation of the ORCA bus and
delivery of the Danielle's Helping Hand Fund program,
as well as through monetary contributions to the
program of others.
Looking ahead in 2022, we will seek to increase our
impact through key programs, as well as to further
build partnerships in the community that provide
opportunities for collaboration and access to funding
for the many needs our community is facing.
Thank you to all those who have contributed to the
work Powell River & District United Way is doing in
our community.
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To improve lives and build
community by engaging
individuals and mobilizing
collective action.

OUR VISION:
Focusing our passion and
care for the community to
achieve meaningful and
deliberate local impact

TO ADVANCE
LOCAL IMPACT,
WE...

- Influence public
attitudes, systems &
policies
- Focus on underlying
causes of social issues
- Strengthen the
capacity of nonprofits,
charities and
community
- Engage & mobilize
the community's
financial resources,
influence, time &
knowledge

IN 2021, POWELL RIVER AND DISTRICT
UNITED WAY CONTINUED TO WORK
WITH A VARIETY OF COMMUNITY
PARTNERS TO FUND AND SUPPORT
PROGRAMS THAT BENEFIT FAMILIES
AND INDIVIDUALS IN THE QATHET
REGIONAL DISTRICT.

AREA OF
FOCUS +
HOW YOU
CAN HELP

NEED FOR AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
- AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE
INCREASED FROM $275,532 TO
$465,226 IN 2020
- RENTAL VACANCY RATE WAS 0.5%
(2019) AND 1.7% (2020); 3%
INDICATES A HEALTHY BALANCE
BETWEEN NEEDS OF RENTERS AND
PROPERTY OWNERS
HTTP://WWW.QATHET.CA/2021/05/07/QA
THET-REGIONAL-HOUSING-NEEDSREPORT-CONFIRMS-NEED-FORAFFORDABLE-HOUSING/

POVERTY
- 47.1% LONE-PARENT FAMILIES
EXPERIENCE POVERTY IN OUR REGION
- 12.4 % OF SENIOR EXPERIENCE
POVERTY IN OUR REGION
(PG 26) OUR REGION HAS MORE
SENIORS THAN THE BC AVERAGE AND IS
FINANCIALLY POORER THAN BC
AVERAGE
- 37.7% OF ALL PARTICIPANTS
RESPONDED THAT THEY FACE
CHALLENGES MEETING THEIR OR THEIR
FAMILY’S NEEDS. THE MOST
CHALLENGES ARE FACED BY LONE
PARENTS (72% OF LONE PARENTS FACE
CHALLENGES) AND PEOPLE LIVING
ALONE (54% OF THOSE LIVING ALONE
FACE CHALLENGES)
HTTPS://QATHETRD.CIVICWEB.NET/DOC
UMENT/126450

1. DANIELLE'S
HELPING HAND FUND
Danielle's Helping Hand Fund offers prompt, one-time grants to help low-income individuals
and families with emergency expenses. The fund is designed to fill gaps and provide
support where no other community or government services are available.
Recipients of Danielle's Helping Hand Fund often reach back out to the United Way to express their
gratitude, but this program is not possible without the support of our generous donors.
There has been an increase in the number of applications every year since the program began. The
increased cost of housing, food, and fuel, along with the impacts of COVID-19, have caused more and
more families and individuals to struggle with basic needs.
Danielle's Helping Hand Fund helps cover the costs of dentures and dental work, emergency housing
expenses and utilities, emergency medical travel costs and other unexpected expenses that can cause a
great deal of stress. This fund offers some relief and can prevent the downward financial spiral that can
result from just one unexpected bill.
"You helped me pay for my dentures and
I can't thank you enough."

"I'm not sure what we would have
done without this help."

"I hope people know how valuable this
program is."

DANIELLE'S HELPING HAND FUND
PROVIDED OVER $40,000 WORTH
OF FUNDING TO 57 INDIVUDUALS
IN THE QATHET REGIONAL
DISTRICT IN 2021

Breakdown by Type of Applicant

Breakdown of Dollars Spent

2. ORCA BUS

The always popular Orca Bus was seen around
town all year in 2021. There was outdoor
programming available from Lund to Lang Bay and
Texada with the help of our various partners. This
included Strong Start, Family Place and Powell
River Child, Youth and Family Services.
Powell River and District United Way advertised
events for other organizations, as well as provided
all kinds of different tips for parents, on our social
media platforms, which led to a tremendous
increase in traffic to those accounts.
.

3. YOUTH
20/20 CAN

Youth 2020 Can's 2021 year saw the
departure of one of our
coordinators,Erika, and the hiring of
Chelsey as social media
coordinator. Chelsey and Jayde
work well together to meet the
growing demand for events and
volunteer hours through
facilitation, communication and
leadership.
“As the supervisor of this program, I
am proud of the continual growth,
and commitment to community
engagement Jayde and Chelsey
demonstrate. I am also proud of
the youth within the program who
are building community amongst
themselves and in the greater
region with engagement levels far
exceeding other regions. The
renewal of funding for 2022-2023
came late although it was a
welcomed announcement. Our
goals for the coming year include
more in person events, gardening
projects and public art work.”
Tammy Siddall

59 YOUTH
PARTICIPATED IN THIS
PROGRAM IN 2021
1666 HOURS SPENT IN
PLANNING SESSIONS
FOR YOUTH TO
CONNECT AND SELFORGANIZE
342 HOURS IN EVENTS,
ACTIVITIES AND
VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES

OTHER IMPACT
HEALTHY FAMILIES PROJECT
(HYGIENE CUPBOARD):

$550 WORTH OF HYGIENE
SUPPLIES WERE HANDED OUT
THROUGH LIFT COMMUNITY
CARE PROJECT, THE
COMMUNITY RESOURCE
CENTRE AND FAMILY PLACE.

Testimonials from The Source Club:
“The Source Club lunch program provides me with a
daily, healthy, balanced hot meal that I would not be
able to afford on my own given my income.”
- Tom

“The social contact of gathering with other people over
a meal is tremendous in breaking the isolation of the
pandemic.”
- Mary
“I think I speak for many members when I say that the
Source Club had been a life-saver during the COVID
pandemic. The staff found ways to keep the program
running through the lockdowns and isolation,
continuing to provide a delivered hot lunch and
connecting with members by telephone. They were
awesome.”
- Simon

TESTIMONIALS

“The money was used for wages for a person who lost their previous job due to
Addaddition
a little bit
COVID, and has been a great
to of
thebody
crewtext
here. It has been impossible
to find enough volunteers during the pandemic to complete all the necessary
tasks to keep the foodbank operational, and the funding from CRF, along with
grants from Foodbanks Canada, has allowed us to keep functioning in our
mandates to feed the community.”
- Powell River Action Centre Foodbank

“We can’t thank you enough for your generosity and we hope that you feel as
good about your contribution to our Frozen Meals program as we do and
know that without your kindness we wouldn’t be able to keep our meals
affordable for the masses.
- Senior Citizens’ Association of BC Branch #49

““With the United Way funding, we were able to have a part-time assistant for
an additional three months. The assistant played a key role in researching and
organizing information for the advocate so that she could provide the best
and most up to date service possible for PLA clients. The assistant also took on
other simple tasks in supporting clients, which freed up more time for the
advocate to focus on the complex issues and problems and provided more
efficient services and less wait time for clients who needed help with simpler
issues.”
- Poverty Law Advocacy Program

2021 PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
AND WORKPLACE
CAMPAIGNS

Inclusion Powell River
First Credit Union
City of Powell River
School District 47
PR Child, Youth and Family
Services Society

Thank you to our
workplace partners
for showing your local
love!

